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Monash Absolute Investment Company Limited (ASX: MA1)     6 May 2021 
April 2021 End of Month Update  
 
In the interests of keeping the market fully informed of performance on a timely basis, we release a preliminary 
estimate of the Pre-Tax Net Tangible Asset Backing (“NTA”) per share. It is only a guide, the official NTA will be released 
later in the month. All return calculations include dividends paid. 
 
We estimate that at 30 April 2021 the NTA Pre-Tax was $1.2978.  
 

Company Strategy 
 

The Company is benchmark unaware, style and stock 
size agnostic, both long and short, and only invests in 
compelling opportunities. In keeping with the 
Company’s absolute return objectives, if the 
investment manager cannot find stocks that meet the 
very high return hurdle requirements, the Company 
will preserve that capital in cash at bank. 
 
Monthly Commentary 
 
In April, the Pre-Tax NTA fell -1.61% (after fees). As 
previously noted, “Pre-Tax” is somewhat of a 
misnomer. Although it does not include tax yet to be 
paid, it is impacted by tax previously paid. During April 
an income tax payment was made which dropped the 
NTA by about 2.2%. This tax will be returned to 
shareholders in the form of franking credits on the next 
dividend. If we adjust for this tax payment, the 
portfolio rose 0.59% for the month. This compares to 
the S&P/ASX200 which gained 3.47% and the Small 
Ords which was up 4.98%. 
  
The 2021 financial year continues to be strong. Over 
ten months the Pre-Tax NTA is up 30.35% (after fees) 
despite the significant income tax payments made, and 
the expenses for the restructure that have been 
incurred.  By comparison, the S&P/ASX200 did 22.12% 
and the Small Ords 28.91%. The global economic 
recovery is well underway. Equity markets had already 
been anticipating it well in advance, with their strong 
one year rise from the Covid-19 lows. Now equity 
markets appear to be entering the next phase. We are 
adjusting the portfolio accordingly, however the 
portfolio was affected by this sea change in April. 
 

Company at a Glance 30 April 2021 
 

ASX Code  MA1 

Portfolio Size $ 63.7M 

Share Price $1.265 

Shares on Issue 45.18m 

 
Estimated NTA (unaudited) 30 April 2021 

Estimated NTA Pre Tax $1.2978 

 
Return Estimate to 30 April 2021 

 NTA Pre Tax 
1 Month -1.61% 
3 Months -1.39% 
CYTD -1.95% 
FYTD 30.35% 
1 Year 39.69% 
2 Years p.a. 19.15% 
3 Years p.a. 16.58% 
Since Inception p.a. (April 2016) 8.89% 

 
Portfolio Structure 30 April 2021 

Outlooki Stocks (Long) 14 Positions      65% 
Outlook Stocks (Short)  1 Position         -3% 
Event, Pair and Group (Long) 1 Position          9% 
Event, Pair and Group (Short) 0 Positions        0% 
Cash 29% 
TOTAL                         100% 
Gross Exposure 77% 
Net Exposure 71% 

For more information about the Company and the 
strategy, please refer to the Monash Investors website  
at www.monashinvestors.com.  You can also follow us 
on Livewire here or subscribe to our updates here.
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http://www.monashinvestors.com/
https://www.livewiremarkets.com/profiles/8eb7be80-b12d-4708-818b-05de933043bd
https://www.livewiremarkets.com/profiles/8eb7be80-b12d-4708-818b-05de933043bd
https://confirmsubscription.com/h/i/BE4A2DDB60377374
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Performance Highs and Lows in April 
 
In April the portfolio lagged the market, delivering a small positive return for the month.  We have previously noted 
that the cash weight had been increasing as we trimmed rising stocks and exited some positions. The cash weight 
finished at 29% for the month but that only partly accounted for our portfolio lagging the strong market. The bigger 
problem was that too many of the stocks fell in price despite the strong market, and offset much of the gains from the 
strongly rising shares. 
 
The biggest detractor was Telix (ASX: TLX), which fell -13%. There was no news event that caused this. The next biggest 
detractor was Bill Identity (ASX: BID) which fell -22%, on a disappointing quarterly update.  Given that this missed our 
“sign post” we immediately cut a third of the position. Electro Optic Systems (ASX: EOS) also released its quarterly 
update, and while there was no revenue or earnings miss for us, the market marked the stock down -11% over the 
month on the tardiness of its cash receipts. These three stocks cost the portfolio -2.4% alone. 
 
We did have some good wins too.  People Infrastructure (ASX: PPE) rose 21%, on favourable analyst coverage despite 
no news. EML Payments (ASX: EML) rose 17%, partly explained by a small acquisition. Unity Group (ASX: UWL) rose 
20%, another stock that climbed without obvious news flow. These three stocks added about 3.3% collectively to the 
portfolio return, more than offsetting the three major detractors. 
 
During April we were quite active on the short side, which added value too. Early in the month we shorted Kogan (ASX: 
KGN) and JB Hi-Fi (ASX: JBH) on concerns about slowing future sales growth and contracting margins.  We were 
concerned in particular for Kogan that it had a worsened inventory problem, which it confirmed late in the month.  
The stock finished down -18% from our entry price and we closed out the position prior to month end. When JB Hi-Fi 
made its quarterly update, it also provided evidence of peaking sales growth and margins, which the CEO all but 
confirmed by announcing he was leaving to go to Premier Investments. We closed out our JBH position before the end 
of the month with the stock down from our entry price by -12%.  These two short positions added 0.8% to the portfolio 
return.  
 
Investment response to the progressing economic and market cycle 
 
It’s hard to avoid noticing: economic growth is strong and getting upgraded, and there are some modest inflation 
pressures coming through – though inflation is strong in areas like commodities, building materials, and products 
where supply is constrained by a lack of computer chips.  Usually at this time in the cycle, central banks would be 
trying to nip future inflation in the bud by raising interest rates.  Instead the RBA is saying quite the opposite, 
announcing ultra-low rates are here to stay for three years, and the US Fed is still about as dovish as it has ever been. 
To add fuel to the fire, both the Australian and USA governments are making announcements of increased spending. 
 
This is very positive for the stock market overall, in the near to medium term.  Very strong economic growth, low 
interest rates, central banks asleep at the wheel, governments on a spending spree. Overall, analyst consensus EPS 
growth for the average stock will accelerate. We should expect plenty of positive surprises at the next reporting season 
in August and the one that follows in February 2022.  
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Even when cash rates start to rise in a “normal” cycle, it’s still a good time to invest.  The “bad” time to invest is when 
central banks continue to ratchet rates up when growth is starting to slow. One day it will happen, but that’s some 
time away. 
 
Right now, growth is becoming widespread.  Since the GFC, growth has mostly been concentrated in small pockets of 
the market, the highest profile of these being tech related stocks. These stocks tended to be smaller companies, 
though some have grown quite large. The thing is, with growth becoming more widespread there is less competition 
for this relatively smaller number of stocks. As stocks they will not be in so much demand from investors. This 
materially changes our view on how these stocks will be treated by the market.  Or to put it another way, long duration 
growth stocks, particularly those with “back ended” earnings growth, will be priced less aggressively by the market in 
lieu of near term growth opportunities. 
 
So where does that leave us?  The great benefit of our approach to investment is that we have the flexibility to 
incorporate our learnings from recurring business situations and patterns of behaviour to inform our assessment of 
stock price targets and adjust the portfolio accordingly. 
  
Here’s the implication from our insight about this stage of the market cycle: we have to adjust our expectation 
downwards for the price that these back ended high growth stocks should be trading.  This reduces our target prices 
below our required thresholds for a number of our companies. Indeed, we have already been seeing the share prices 
of many high growth companies (like the WAAAX stocks) fall while the market has been rising overall. 
 
As a result we have been doing some selling, and our cash weight since the end of April has been rising. 
 
We will continue to keep you updated on our portfolio activity. 
 
 
 
 
 
This announcement has been authorised for release to the ASX by the Board of Directors of MA1. 
 
For all business development enquiries, please contact 
Winston Capital Partners (Acting on behalf of Monash Investors) 
 

SA, NT and WA Advisers Andrew Fairweather P: +61 401 716 043 
andrew@winstoncapital.com.au  

VIC, NSW and ACT Advisers Stephen Robertson 
 

P: +61 418 387 427 
stephen@winstoncapital.com.au 

VIC, QLD & NSW Advisers Cameron Harris P: +61 400 248 435 
cameron@winstoncapital.com.au  

SA, VIC and NSW Advisers James Archer P: +61 432 273 335 
james@winstoncapital.com.au 
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For shareholder enquiries, please contact 
Boardroom Pty Limited 
P: 1300 737 760 (in Australia) 
+612 9290 9600 (international) 
E: enquiries@boardroomlimited.com.au 
 
 
This presentation has been prepared by Monash Absolute Investment Company Limited (MA1) and Monash Investors Pty Ltd (ABN 67 153 180 333, AFSL 417 201) 
(Investment Manager) as authorised representatives of Winston Capital Partners Pty Ltd ABN 29 159 382 813, AFSL 469 556 (“Winston Capital”) for the provision of 
general financial product advice in relation to MA1 and is for information purposes only, and does not constitute an offer, invitation, solicitation or recommendation 
with respect to the purchase or sale of any securities in MA1. The information is not investment or financial product advice and is not intended to be used as the 
basis for making an investment decision. Please note that, in providing this information, MA1 has not considered the objectives, financial position or needs of any 
particular recipient.  MA1 strongly suggests that investors consult a financial advisor prior to making an investment decision. Past performance is not a reliable 
indicator of future performance. See the ASX Company Announcements platform at www.asx.com.au for further information. 
 
© 2020 Hedge Funds Rock and the Australian Alternative Investment Awards. All rights reserved. The information, data, analyses, and opinions contained herein 
include the proprietary information of Hedge Funds Rock and the Australian Alternative Investment Awards and may not be copied or redistributed without 
prior approval, do not constitute investment advice offered by Hedge Funds Rock and the Australian Alternative Investment Awards and are provided solely for 
informational purposes and therefore are not an endorsement of a fund or fund manager. Hedge Funds Rock and the Australian Alternative Investment Awards 
shall not be responsible for any trading decisions, damages, or other losses resulting from, or related to, this information, data, analyses, or opinions or their 
use. Hedge Funds Rock and the Australian Alternative Investment Awards does not guarantee that a fund or fund manager will perform in line with its 
nominated award as it reflects past performance only. Likewise, any award should not be any sort of guarantee or assessment of the creditworthiness of a fund 
or fund manager or of its underlying securities and should not be used as the sole basis for making any investment decision. 
 
Independent Investment Research (IIR) has awarded a Recommended rating for the Monash Absolute Investment Company Limited (ASX: MA1). To access the 
IRR report, please refer to our website at www.monashinvestors.com or click here 

 
i Glossary of terms can be found on the Company’s website at www.monashinvestors.com/glossary/ 
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